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GAMBIER OBSERVER
AND WESTERN CHURCH JOURNAL.
CHRIST AMD THE CHURCH-TRUTH AND LOVE.
VOL. X.---- No. 4. GAMBIER, SATURDAY, JANUARY 4, 1840. Whole Number 472.
ORIGINAL MATTER. led men in the primitive church He says. “We Bishop, but may be several Presbyters and Dea.
--------- -----J=‘ | can enumerate those, who v.t re appointed by cons, for the several congregations.” About the
TIIF. EPISCOPAL SUCCESSION UNINTERRUP- Apostles, Bishops in the churches, and were same time St. Jerome, who was only a presbyt- 
their successors, even to our tunes. But seeing er, speaking of Bishops, said, “they are all suc-TED.“Lo I am with you alway, even unto the end of the 
world.” Mat. 23: 20.
In some of the last verses of this gospel we
it would be long to enumerate the successions of ccssors of the Apostles;” and he further plain- 
all the churches; by pointing out the tradition I ly declared, that no one but a Bishop might or- 
have an account of our Lord’s closing inter- of the greatest church, founded by Peter and dain. In the same year Dracontius declined 
view with his disciples, before his ascension.— Paul (at Rome,) we confound the gainsavers.— the office of a Bishop; and the great Athanasi-
First he asserts his supremo authority in the 
church,—“all power is given unto me,” &c.— 
Then he gives the apostolic commission and in
The blessed Apostles delivered to Linus the us wrote to him, that “since the governmennt of 
bishopric to govern that church;” (St. Peter the the church by Bishops was instituted according 
first, Linus the second.) “After him, in the to Christ’s direction, by refusing to be a Bish-
structions,—“Go ye and teach all nations, bap-S third place, Clement;” and so he names on to op he would despise our Saviour, who ordain.
Using them,” &c., and finally, closes with the j Eleutherus, who was Bishop ia his own time, as ed the office.” How different was the disposi-
promisc, “Lo I am with you alway,” 6sc. It he says, “in the twelfth place from the Apos- tion of the presbyter Aerius, who, being disap-
tles.” He then remarks, “By this ordination pointed of the office of Bishop, presumed to per- 
and succession the tradition from the Apostles form an ordination without it,—the first instance 
stow pardon and grace, but to enjoin ordinances, and the doctrine of the truth has come even to of the kind named in ancient history,—and for 
appoint ministers, and attend their adminislra* j us.” He thus mentions hv name twelve Bish- that act was excommunicated as“ahcretie full
is here observable, that our Lord possesses all 
spiritual power in his church, not only to he-
tion with his blessing. The declaration here ops, who had succeeded one another in that
made was not to the whole church; it was on­
ly to the eleven apostles,—Judas having fallen, 
and no one yet appointed to succeed him. The 
members of the church at large were not corn-
church, and intimates, that all the churches 
had similar successions. This was written 
about the year 140 or 150; and it can be well 
ascertained, that the order of Bishops prevailed
missioned to preach and baptize; it was only through the church from thal time forward, 
tho apostles that received the commission, and Eusebius wrote about the year 325, and was 
are entitled to the promise, “Lo 1 am with you.’ the best historian in the prim”ive church. He 
Nor does it apply to them as individuals; for gives us lists of the Bishr that succeeded 
they would not remain upon the earth “to the each other down to his time it? the p-ine:-
of folly and madness!”
About the year 400, the celebrated Chrysos.
tom, Bishop of Constantinople, used this lan­
guage.—“There is no great difference between 
Bishops and Presbyters; the Bishops excel on­
ly in the laying on of hands,” only in ordina­
tion and confirmation.—A few years later, The- 
odoret, the historian, speaking of St. Paul’s 
language to Timothy, says, “Those whom we 
now cail Bishops were then cnMed Apostles.—
end,” so that their Master could remain with pal churches, viz: Jerusalem, Antioch, Alex-1 But in process of time the name ot Apostle was 
them. But their commission should remain andria, Rome, with the name of an Apostle, I
among their successors, descending down from 
one to another by ordination; and he would al­
ways be with it “even unto the end of the world.’’ 
Ho will attend its preaching, so far as it is 
spiritual, by the influence of his spirit; and he 
will bless its ordinances to the spiritual im­
provement of the people. The promise implies, 
that the apostolic commission should never 
ceu«e, that the succession should never be bro­
ken, but should continue to the end. If the suc­
cession should be broken in the course of ages, 
then lie could not continue with it, because it 
would not exist; thus his promise would fail. 
As we trust implicitly in his word, we shall be. 
lievo that the apostolic succession has contin­
ued in the world thus far, and that it will con­
tinue to the end, whatever opposition may be
think, at the head of each list; and this he did, 
as he says, “to preserve from oblivion the suc­
cessions of the most illustrious Apostles in those
left to those who were truly Apostles, and the 
rest, who had formerly the name of Apostles 
were styled Bishops.”"
Long before this, however,—in the days of
churches which are still famous and renowned.” Apostles or soon after,—the gospel was
He also gives a large account of the great' preached in Britain, and the church organized 
council, which met at Nice in Asia, nearly op-! with Bishops and clergy. Indeed it appears 
posite Constantinople, and which he attended ! that OHe or more Bishops, and probably some 
himself, not long before he published his his. °ther clergymen, from that country, attended 
tory; when, as lie says, “The heads of all the the council of Nice, about A. D. 325. About a 
churches throughout Europe, Lybia and Asia century later, Bishop Austin came over from 
were gathered together.” He adds, “In this ’ France or Italy, settled in Canterbury, and pro­
assembly there was a multitude of Bishops, ex-! posed to be archbishop over the whole church, 
ceeding 250; but the number of Presbyters, and | Bo was, for a while, opposed by theother Bish-
Deacons and others could not bo ascertained.” 
Here then we have positive testimony that 
there had been a succession of Bishops in the 
various parts of the Christian church from the
made to it, or whatever abuses may at times at- Apostles’ time to thnt great council; and as none 
tend its administration. Ho appointed such a but Bishops were allowed to ordain, the succes-
ministry, because he knew it to he important;— 
and he promised to be with it, because he knew
sion to that time is sufficiently proved. From 
that time forward, until past the year 15©0, the
that it would abide, and that his presence would whole church was under the superintendence 
be necessary to render it successful. As sure 
as he has “all power in heaven and earth,” so
ops; but by the aid of the Roman government 
he at length succeeded. And from him, there 
is a rcoord of a regular succession of Bishops 
in Canterburg down to the present time. From 
that succession our own order, in this country, 
is derived. Considering then how our Lord’s 
promise to his Apostles is illustrated by the 
history of the Christian church, we have no rea­
son to doubt that he has thus far preserved the
sure the apostolic commission is now in the 
world, and will continue “to the end.”
But we are sometimes called upon for histor. 
ical evidence of this important fact; and I think 
there is evidence sufficient for every candid and 
intelligent mind.
St. Ireneus wrote about the year A. D. 140 
or 150, and was one of the best and most learn-
of Bishops; probably seven eighths of it has so • Apostolic order, and that he will preserve it to 
continued to this day; and great care has been the end.
taken that all the ordinations should be regu-! It will here be admitted that a shade of pope- 
lar. ry extended, for some centuries,over the church
A writer of some note, about the year 330,! in Britain; but it never interrupted the episco- 
savs, “Christ decreed that every chu-rch should pal succession, which always continued ou, by
be governed by one Bishop.” By church he 
means the Christians in a city and neighboring 
country, associated together. For he tells us
regular ordination, from one Bishop to another. 
Indeed through the whole reign of popery 
there was generally a large portion of real pi-
again, “that in a community there is but one ety among the clergy and people of that church,
GAMBIER OBSERVER AND
---- •------- , t „n nf min- of the primitive church, with worship and or-
msomuch that as soon as the civil government pleasant, to conten ° o’hcr# a5out' durances conformed to the primitive standard,
favored a reform, the whole body threw off the ««try, as be,ng mo re g ■ . , , ' there the people should be found, and there
papal yoke and organized their system ol wor- , us; so we arc inclined o , t , ^ital; they should abide, with true penitence for
•hip and ordinances kecording to the pure prin- sible excuse for th g c , humble trust in the Saviour,fervent love to
ciplcs of the gospel. Was the Priesthood then ! piety is so supremely important, as justly , r :_,.fnrmnn^ nf PVPrv c*nr;s.
destroyed, because for a time it bad been held octupy all our public ministrations and leave 
under foreign bondage! Was Aaron degraded, no time for subjects of outward order. But 
because of the golden calf? Were his sons ex* is hoped we do not neglect discoursing upon the 
eluded from their title, bccauso their father had Christian sacraments on that pretence: and as 
been guilty of idolatry? Or were the descend- the Christian ministry is a divine institution, 
ants of Levi ever rejected from their office, on and is necessary in order to constitute regular
God, and a faithful performance ol every enns- 
tian duty. , SlMBX.
HONORING THE SPIRIT IN THE PUBLIC 
WORK OF THE MINISTRY.
, NO. II.
There are other reasons for the clear and 
account of the corruptions, which at times sacraments; so wo should occasionally exhibit forcjble exhibition of the doctrinal truths of 
prevailed so much among them? No; nothing its claims before our people, as a part of the Christianity, beside the simple fact that they
of the kind was ever proposed in the Jewish counsel of God, and as a matter of real impor are reveaied. We believe that such an exhi-
church through the whole j»eriod of its contin- tance. Aaron did not forego his claims out of ^ition is obligatory, not only because it is es- 
uancc. Even at the time of our Lord's coming, respect to Korah and his numerous adherents; sential to the declaring of “the whole counsel
tho good old Zacharias was allowed to minis- L’zziah’s priests did not look on in silence, and of God,” but also because it will have a pow-
tcr at the altar in the order of his course; and see even their sovereign intrude upon their of- - • • - • - -• J -
doubtless others were indulged in the same priv­
ilege, even though they or some of their ances­
tors might hnve been unworthy men. So Bish­
op Crainner, and his pious associates in tho re­
formation, were not excluded from their offices 
on account of former corruptions in the church; 
and it would have been as impious to exclude 
them, and substitute a different order, as it was 
for Korah and his company to rise up ngainst 
tho priesthood of Aaron, (Numbers 1G,) or for
fice, nor should the Christian minister see the 
order of the church infringed, without yarn­
ing the ignorant and unwary against the evil. 
Especially in these times, when schism upon 
schism is distracting the protestant world, we 
should use all reasonable exertions to vindicate 
and preserve that primitive order, which has 
been transmitted down to our care, and for our 
benefit. The writer, during a long term in the 
ministry, has generally, as often as once a year
king Uzziahtogo into the temple, and exercise discoursed publicly upon this subject, and now 
the priest’s office, (II Cliron. 2G: 1G.) Even believes, that if he had done it more frequent- 
an excommunication from the Pope could be of, |y, he might have been more useful to the chris- 
no avail against the English Bishops; for Ac tian world.
was no more than a Bishop, and of course had This subject may also he urged upon the con- 
no moro right to excommunicato them, than sidcratioii of people in general. If there is
they had to excommunicate him.
But has not the English Government med-
such a sin ns schism,—breaking off from the 
original body of the Christian church, and set-
died with the appointments, and thus injured ting up a religipus society separate and inde- 
tho succession? Tho case is plainly this.— pendent of it, that sin has been most awfully 
Whatever of the kind in this country is done by &»<, tox\»nsivcl Committed within two or three 
tho pcoplo, in that country is «lo.»o by the gov- centuries past. Ministers of tho lower orders 
ernment. Here tho people elect their Bishop |iavc separated, and drawn away people after 
and appoint him his diocese and support; there them, and performed ordinations among them- 
tho government do all these things. But nci- selves, contrary to the uniform practice of the 
thcr the people here, nor the government there, primitive church. Also, presumptuous men, 
have anything to do with his ordination;—j without any ordination at all, have adminis- 
which is, and ever has been, done by Bishops tered ordinances, ordained others, and thus
erful influence in counteracting any tendency 
which may exist, either in the preacher or his 
congregation, to the heresies of the day. 
These heresies may be classed under threo 
great heads. Neology, Socinianism and Ro­
manism. To all three of these the distinct 
honoring of the Holy Spirit, in the exhibition 
of the nature and necessity of His peculiar 
offices in human redemption, is peculiarly un­
favorable.
Neology denies the existence of any thing 
supernatural in religion. It seeks to explain 
away its miracles by attributing them to natu­
ral though hidden causes. While it professes 
the highest reverence for revelation, it would 
reduce it to the level of human composition. Its 
marvelous events, it would represent as ordin­
ary history adorned and magnified by the fer­
tility of an oriental imagination. It seeks to 
reduco every thing there to the narrow and 
imperfect standard of human reason, and will 
admit nothing into its creed but what that rea­
son can discover and comprehend. It recog­
nizes no infallible inspiration in the word of 
truth; and in its effects upon the heart and 
life of those who receive it, it perceives noth­
ing but a reform of life, made in conformity to 
the principles of duty it contains. In short it 
seeks to despoil the Bible, and our Holy reli­
gion, of all which lifts the one above a human 
composition, the other above a mere system of 
Philosophy. It would deprive them of all that 
is Spiritual and Divine, all that constitute their 
life and power, and leave them like the classics 
and the Philosophy of Greece and Rome, beau­
tiful but silent and lifeless creations.
Our readers may suppose that a system, 
which when thus plainly depicted, seems such 
rank infidelity, can find but little favor with 
either a Christian people or a Christian pastor.
alone. And though a King should driven Bish 
op from his diocese, and another King should 
commission him to another diocese, it would 
have no effect upon the validity of his office.— 
If the Bishops confer the office by ordination, it 
is valid; if not, no King or people can supply 
the deficiency. And though the British gov­
ernment passed a law, after our revolution, di­
recting their Bishops to ordain three for the U. 
States; the ordination was nothing, more or
fabricated a church and ministry entirely by 
their own hands And, what appears worse, 
though no worse in reality,—others are en­
gaged in administering ordinances from sab­
bath to sabbath, without any ordination, or 
any pretensions to a ministerial commission. 
All these are active and industrious in making 
proselytes from the primitive orders and in 
extending and perpetuating their own irregu-
lar organizations. People then, who have any 
less, than if it had been done without any such J respect for the Apostolical succession, so prov-
direclion. A writer soon after the Apostles identially preserved.—or have any wish that And we believe indeed,that if it presented itself 
Mid, “There is no one who does not know the church should he one, as originally consli- in its true colors, it would secure its own re- 
thiit our Lord did constitute Bishops in the tutfld, should examine into the subject, and not I jection with every man of true piety of heart, 
churches; before he left the world, he took the , be deluded by the vain pretence, that a church But coming as it does, pleading the authority of 
Apostles and ordained them Bishops.” The and ministry devised by men. arc as valid as great and learned names, clothed in all the 
ministerial office is a positive institution, as those, which were instituted by Christ, and 1 paraphernalia of a false grammatical and exe- 
getical system, and advancing its claims first tomuch as baptism and the Lord’s supper. And have descended down from the Apostles. All 
though people may be pious without cither of should search into the origin and claims of the 
them, and have the privilege of public worship different denominations that come in their wav 
and instruction; yet they cannot “walk in nil and should attach themselves to some one, that 
the commandments and ordinances of the Lord.” is legitimately descended from the original 
Byway of improvement now, the writer body. True, indeed, the gospel is more impor- lect, to be easily dispelled 
would suggest to his clerical Brethren the tant than outward order; the gospel without 
propriety ot giving their people adequate in- any ordinances at all, is preferable to the 
struction upon this subject. It appears indeed
assuming and arrogant, and of course is un-
onc point, and then another, it steals unawares 
into the theology of even good and worthy men. 
And when it once gets a foot hold, it is too 
agreeable to the arrogance of the humanintel-
Bul we believe that the distinct honoring of 
Holy Spirit, in the ways mentioned in our 
church without the gospel. But where both ‘ former article, would prove a powerful antidote 
can be enjoyed together,-a regular branchjto this fora of heresy. Such preaching meets
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the neologist, with the constant affirmation and 
proof of that which he would deny. It points 
constantly to the fact that our religion is Spir­
itual. It declares that the divine volume is not 
the product of man’s, reason, but was given and 
inspired by the third Person ot the ever bless­
ed Trinity. It teaches that, the same Eternal 
and Mighty Spirit, accompanies this His word 
and gives it power upon the heart; that unseen j 
indeed, but ever present and felt and recognized | 
by the humble and the contrite, he is ever 
striving with men, to bring them to God. It j 
asserts that Ilis blessed influences upon the 
heart and life, produce a deeper and a mightier 
change than that of the external conduct mere­
ly; a change, so great and so peculiar that he 
who has not felt it, can form no conception of 
it. Thus it bids man lay aside the pride of in­
tellect, and humbly seek of Him, that know­
ledge of His word, which can alone spring 
from the the heartfelt experience of Ilis power. 
Thus, by constantly recognizing the existence 
and necessity of a Spiritual and Supernatural 
power throughout all our religion, it would 
raise an impassable barrier to the chilling in­
fluences of neology.
Again, we believe that such preaching would 
exert a powerful influence against Socinianism. 
This form of false doctrine consists, not merely 
in the denial of the Divinity of the Man Christ 
Jesus, and with it, of the doctrine of the atone­
ment: it denies entirely any distinction of per­
sons in the Divine Essence. And hence its pro­
fessors arc bound to deny the distinct person-1 
ality of the Holy Spirit, equally with the Di­
vinity ofthe Son. And so essential is the main- 
taming of both these points to their theory, 
that if either be yielded, or carried against J 
them, the whole system falls to the ground.— j 
Now in demonstrating that portion of the doc­
trine of the Trinity which has respect to the 
Holy Spirit, we have this advantage. The di­
vine nature of that, whatsoever it be, which is 
called the Holy Spirit in Scripture, is granted 
by our opponents. All that devolves upon us 
is to show that this which is designated by 
this name is a person, endowed with as distinct 
personal attributes, as He who is called God the 
Father. And this would be done constantly and 
without the necessity of formal proof, by that 
preaching which duly recognized the Holy Spir­
it’s presence and active agency in all things per­
taining to religion.
But how little does this vital truth,so impor­
tant in this connection, seem to be realized in 
the ordinary manner in which even evangelical 
men speak ofthe Spirit of Grace. We are told 
of the necessity indeed of a Divine power to 
change the heart. But how seldom arc we led 
to recognize in this change the gracious and 
sovereign workings of God himself—God the 
Holy Ghost. “His grace is spoken of,” says 
Philip, writing on this subject, “as a power.— 
The Father’s promise of the Spirit, or the Son’s 
gift of the Spirit, rather than the grace and 
glory of the Spirit himself, is most relied on 
nnd rejoiced in by believers in general.” In 
short, the tendency is to speak and to think Of 
the Blessed Spirit as if He were in reality what 
the Socinian would have us to believe him to 
be, only a name for the Divine influence of the 
Father. But let this mode of speaking be chan­
ged; let the spirit be distinctly honored, and
the garner.this part of Socinian doctrine can never gain an 
entrance among us. Nay, we wonder that 
some of the highly gifted advocates of Trinita­
rian doctrine, have uot seized upon the point, 
the Divinity and personality of the Holy Spir­
it—admitted as the first is by all, and capable as 
the second is of the fullest proof—and made 
them not only the means of manly defence, but 
the weapons of vigorous and unexpected attack.
But we hasten to observe that such preaching 
as we arc advocating would be scarcely less 
beneficial as an antagonist to Romanism. This 
system of error in whatever form it may ap­
pear, whether it be robed in all the pomp and 
circumstance which Popery gathers round it, or 
be found in all its naked deformity as the ever­
present spirit of American Campbell ism, or is­
suing from the learned halls of Oxford; what­
ever, we say, be its form, it signally dishonors 
the Holy Spirit. One great feature of this gi. 
ant error is the undue and superstitious exal­
tation of the Sacraments. It would have us be­
lieve, that these ordinances have in themselves j 
sanctifying and regenerating power; that the 
bare partaking of them, infuses holiness and . 
purity into the soul. Here, then, they rob the ' 
Holy Spirit of his own peculiar office of Sanc- 
tiiier. They either lose sight of Him altogeth­
er, or they blasphemously make all his pre­
cious influences dependent, for their exercise, on 
the “opus operantum,” or, it may be, the “ill- 
mumbled mass” of the priest, or the hurried and 
universal administration of Baptism by any 
who may be appointed to that ministry.
But with such error as this, the distinct hon­
oring of the Holy Spirit is highly inconsistent 
He who pointedly and distinctly refers to the 
Holy Spirit as the source and author of all sanc­
tification; who recognizes in the regeneration 
of fallen man, the gracious and sovereign work-1 
ing of God himself; cannot easily be led to at­
tribute any divine force and efficacy to the Sa­
craments, simply and in themselves considered.
Nor would the effect be less salutary in its 
bearing on the great error with regard to justi­
fication. This grows out of the above, nnd 
consists mainly in confounding justification 
with sanctification. This, however, we believe 
can only be done where confused ideas are en­
tertained with regard to the nature and source 
of the latter. Let it but be maintained, that the , 
regenerating and renewing influences come to 
man from the Holy Spirit, that lie imparts them 
all of His own free mercy and grace in conse-1 
quence of the place He has chosen from all eter­
nity in the covenant of redemption, and that 
they are given only to those who by faith in 
Christ are partakers of the promises of that 
covenant—and thisdifficulty vanishes. In short, 
in doctrinal preaching, let but this distinction 
be clearly set forth, viz: that wc are justified 
through faith in Christ, and sanctified by the 
Holy Ghost, and the very groundwork of Ro­
manism is overturned.
As a means then of preserving the integrity 
and soundness of Christian doctrine, the honor­
ing the Holy Spirit in the Public Work 9f the 
Ministry seems to be of great importance.
(To be Continued.)
Knowledge is necessary to the perception of 
ignorance.
A man’s affection is often his affliction.
A NEW YEAR’S WISH.
My wish for all my friends, on this day of 
good wishes, I would thus express:—“My 
heart’s desire and prayer to God for you all 
is, that you may be saved. The Lord direct 
your hearts into the love of God, and into the 
patient waiting for Christ; and the Lord make 
you to increase and abound in love one toward 
another, and toward all men, to the end he may 
establish your hearts unblameable in holiness 
before God, even our Father, at the coming of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, with all his saints.”
THE CHRISTIAN’S LIFE-BOAT.
BY MISS AGNES STRICKLAND.
When guilt's dread delusion and Passion’s control 
Assail the frail bark ofthe tempest-tost soul,
And Pleasure’s gay convoy is scattered and gone,
And she drifts o'er the wild waves, deserted and lone;—
What power can preserve her from wreck, while within, 
She shrinks from her burden of sorrow and sin,
As the lightnings of conscience reveal her dark path 
Towards the gulls of destruction and billows of wrath t
Nay, fear not, O vessel ! though tempests deform 
The vexed ocean of life, there’s a hope midst the storm; 
The life-boat of mercy unpurchased and free,
An ark of salvation for lost ones like thee.
In that life-boat, the sinner from endless despair 
Finds a refuge, and Christians repose from their care;
For its charter the love of a Saviour is given—
Its passport is Faith, and its harbor is Heaven 1
The Christian’s burden is like the wings of a 
bird, which she carries, yet they support her in 
her flight to heaven.
That which satisfies the righteousness of 
God, may well satisfy the alarmed and afflicted 
conscience ot the sinner.
Consistency in a Christian minister is mighty 
eloquence.
Prayer is nothing without earnestness and 
resolution. How can we expect that God should 
regard supplications, with which we are unaf­
fected ourselves.
If the arrow of prayer is to enter heaven, 
we must draw it from a soul full before.
That religion which leads the soul to God, 
must be right.
The work of heaven should be done in the 
spirit of heaven.
Religion is a most cheerful and happy thing 
to prac/jce, but a most sad and melancholy 
thing to neglect. The government of God in 
the soul is a government which regulates, but 
does not enslave.
There are three lights of nature of grace, and 
of glory. One great difficulty, that ofthe wick­
ed’s prosperity, which so perplexed Job, Dan­
iel, &c., gives way to a single ray of evangeli­
cal light, which reveals a future life of reward 
and punishment—as the light of grace clears 
up difficulties which the light of nature could 
not, so will the light of glory clear up such as 
the light of grace cannot.
The experience of almost six thousand years, 
hath testified the incompetency of every world­
ly thing to make men happy. But ihe prac­
tice and course of the world are such as if this 
were some late and sure experiment which (for 
curiosity) every one must be trying over again. 
Every age renews the inquiry after an earthly 
felicity.
Love is the diamond among the jewels of the 
believer’s breastplate. The other graces shine 
like the precious stones of nature, with their 
own peculiar lu3tre and various hues, but the 
diamond is white uniting all the colors.
Cruelty is too great an epicure to devour her 
food at once, but mumbles it to prolong her 
pleasure,.
?s GAMBIER OB SERVER AND„••••
OBSERVER AND JOURNAL.
tui rviriT, to r«». »•««•
GAMBIER, SATURDAY, JANUARY 4, 1840.
Episcopal succession unbroken. I he leading 
original article on our firat page may be thought 
too long by some of our readers, and its subject 
one which lma been already exhausted, both in 
Church history and Church controversy, Those
Tub New Ybar.—We write on the first «l»y ’ of our readers who happen to have little of the in- 
of the new year, 1840—most cordially offering ^tinctive sentiment of veneration and less Church 
our readers the compliments and good wishes of prjncjp|e—jf wc have any such—will the more 
the season, and imploring for them the richest raadily pardon us for the publication of the paper 
blesainga of providence and grace during the year. of«.Senex,’’ and unite with ua in our estimate of 
We have no design of stringing together para- I value, when we inform them that the pious and 
graphs of pious common-places merely to make j ejccej]ent wrjter has never been suspected of ap- 
out a New-Ytai’s article, lest our readers on tho , any very high points of Churcbmanship.
opening of this number, should be disappointed. ^|ie views embodied in this article are the result of 
Nor do we affect to aay any thing uew or strik- ■ enquiries patiently and faithfully continued during 
ing upon the circumstance ot the beginning of the I & jong. an(j usefuj m|Distry, and have, we believe, 
year. It is, however, to us, and we hope it is al- ganction of his inaturest judgment.
ao to our readors, a season of pecliarly solemn and -----------------------
grateful interest. No day in the whole year brings J Original Poetry.—We seldom publish origi- 
along with it considerations which impress us with naj poet jcaj contributions, for the simple reason 
a deeper awe, or fill us with more grateful and 1 t|,at we very seldom have the productions of true 
solemn joyfulness; and we can truly say none, poetical genius at our command. Third or fourth 
which more disposes us to faithful sell-examination ra(e verses are shocking, and to seem to call such 
and earnest prayer that our strength may be as contributions poetry by putting them in print, as 
our day is. ■ some of our respectable contemporaries are pleas-
Standing upon the threshhold of the new year, cd to do, reckoning it a special merit that they are 
we say to ourselves, “we know not what a day,'' original, is still more shocking to true poetical 
much less a year “may bring forth.” With what taste. If any of our readers think the absence of 
simplicity of faith therefore, ought we to commend such original poetry written for the Observer and 
ourselves and tho works of our hands, and every Journal, a defect in our paper, we have it in our 
purpose we form of more faithful service, to the power at any tiroo to delight them with the read-
blessing of Him who knowetb the end from the be­
ginning, and without whom nothing is strong, noth­
ing is holy.
The commencement of a new year is not only a 
stand-point from which we may survey the past— 
with humiliation for lack of faithful service, and 
penitence for our sins,—and with fervent gratitude
to God for the mercies with which he has coutinu- for the spirit of true poetry, to look at whatever 
ed to crown our lives—blessing us with all Bpirit- we publish under that general designation. They 
ual blessings in Christ Jesus,—it is a point most will usually find Buch as is both worth reading and 
favorable to a thorough scrutiny of our motives and preserving, and seldom we apprehend, that which 
habits of thinking and acting.—What orc we do- has lost its freshness by having gone ‘the rounds 
ing for the glory of God and the promotion of the 1 of the papers. ’
happiness of our fellow men?—In this selfish 
world, in which all seek their own, not the things 
which are Jesus Christ’s, have wc too become 
selfish? Have our high purposes of so living that
we may secure to ourselves the largest amount of living or dead, of established reputation. 
happiness millions of ages hence—and most effect- | Our readers will have discovered that it is not 
itcly promote the glory of (lodand the happiness of our object to fill a weekly sheet with a given 
our fellow mm through eternity, become so de- amount of printed matter, but that our columns 
pressed and narrowed down by the ruling spirit of shall 80 l"ar 88 in us lies speak that which is good 
this world, that we find our minds stimulated to the use of edifying.
only by motives of a wordly sort?—Have we so soon 
forgotten that we are not our own? Have our nr- j 
dent aspirings after likeness to the divine image, 
and assimilation to the divine nature, become so 
chdled, that we find ourselves chained down to
•.* We rejoice to see in so leading and influen­
tial a print as the Philadelphia Saturday Evening 
Post, the following manly and christian-like de­
claration in regard to the demoralizing tendency of
pursuits and aims proper only for earth-worms?__ 1 theatrical representations,—and the staunch and
Let us, dear readers, at the beginning of this year, i n®hle position which that paper has assumed in re-
re-cast and re-model if necessary, our plans and 
purposes of living, and be sure that they are worthy 
our immortal nature and the destiny and duty of 
redeemed men.
Conversion or the Jaws.—During the last 
quarter of a century, no less than three thousand 
Jews have publicly professed Christianity, and for­
ty-three are now zealously engaged in preaching 
to their brethren, upon whose hearts “the veil re- 
maineth uataken away/’ the faith which they once 
destroyed.
ing of quires of neatly written manuscript which 
has all the requisites of blank verses [exceeding 
blunle] and of rhyme—but of genuine poetry, none. 
We seldom therefore inflict any thing upon our 
readers in this way. We beg however, to ask of 
those of them who are able in this prosaic world, 
to preserve any freshness of feeling, or any relish
Our prose selections, we trust, will also be thought 
worth an attentive reading. Most of them will be 
found to be from sources not readily accessible to 
the great majority of our readers—and from writers
gard to them. When will the conductors of our 
western papeis have independence and principle 
enough to shilte their hands from holding the 
bribes offered by the managers of these schools of 
profligacy and misery, and refuse either to ad­
mit thdV alluring and lying advertisements, or to 
notice them except in censure? The following is 
the manly language of the Post:
“ We are opposed to Theatres. We consider 
them as the most fruitful source of crime, profliga­
cy and misery, to be found in our great cities, and 
we have resolved that our influence shall be exert­
ed against them. They ehall never be noticed in 
this paper, but for the purpose of censure. We 
believe that in management they are so radically 
wrong, that nothing good can be said of them with 
truth aud justice; w’e shall not, therefore, prosti­
tute our colums to uphold them.”
The Metropolitan Pulpit, or Sketches of the 
most popular Preachers in London. By the 
author of “Random Recollections, ’ “the Great 
Metropolis’’ “Travels in Town” fee. fee. New 
York: D. Appleton fe Co. 1839,12mo. pp. 410.
This is a volume of third rate religious gossip 
by an adept in “random recollections” and desul­
tory “travels in town.” Aud yet as things go, it 
is a very readible book, and in spite of its unpro­
fitable and unedifying character, is no doubt 
spoken of in certain circles as “s most interesting 
work.” We do not however greatly envy the 
tastes,or habit of mind and heart, that could prompt 
the writer to produce it, or that would make it to 
readers, a very acceptable production. From 
the violation of all delicacy and we might almost 
add, of all principle, in making popular living 
preachers the materiel out of which to get up a 
book of this sort, the sketches themselves are in 
most instances, clumsily written,—evidently with­
out either the ability justly to descriminate, or the 
power to delineate, character.
We know of no Sunday employment less wor­
thy ot respect than that of going from “conventi­
cle to couventicle” and from church to church 
“about town,” for the purpose of hearing and de­
scribing for the press, “popular preachers.” The 
writer who can do it without compunction is fit 
only to conduct a Sunday newspaper—and ought to 
receive the severest reprehension of all serious 
and right-thinking minus.
The author of this work has given his readers 
a few sketches of characters who are proper sub­
jects of the history of the Christian pulpit. But 
these bear a very small proportion to those who 
are still actively engaged in their master’s service 
—the sanctity of whose public ministrations, and 
private life he has violated for the purpose of mak­
ing a brisk-selling book.
Since, however, there are many reprints of worse 
English books, and many worse originals produc­
ed among ourselves, we have no objection to 
giving the American publishers all the advantage 
of our most uncompromising reprehension of the 
apparent motives of tho writer, and our very 
“faint praise*’ of here and there a sketch which may­
be said to be tolerable.
Let the youthfnl reader who may have been 
betrayed into something like admiration of some 
of these sketches, compare the vague twaddle 
of the great majority of them, with the power­
ful and masterly discrimination and graphic 
and truthful delineation of character, evident in 
every page of Lord Brougham’s Historical 
Sketches of the Statesmen of the times of George 
III, (second series.)
We must not in justice omit to say of the Me­
tropolitan Pulpit, that it is a very neat and at­
tractive volume in the prettiest muslin binding— 
and likely enough on this very account, to find its 
way to almost every centre table that may still 
happen, in spite of the authority of good taste and 
the usages of good society at this present writing, 
to groan under a display of muslin and gilt books. 
—We beg that we may not be understood to un-
I
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dorvalue the popular parlor-learning of these 
times:
We have marked several passages of the Me­
tropolitan Pulpit—which we think uo wise wor- j 
thy of occupying the time of our readers.
—
Dictionary or the Church, crntaining anexpo- 
sit ion of the Terms, Phrases and Subjects connec­
ted with the external order, Sacraments, Worship 
and usages of the Protestant Episcopal Church in 
the United States. By the Rev. Wm. Staun­
ton, New York. Sherman k Trevett, 1839. 
12mo pp. 473.
“If sound learning, without pedantry, a frank 
avowal, and staunch maintenance of principle, 
without bigotry, and a clear, consistent statement 
of views too often vilified because they are misun­
derstood, and undervalued, because they are not 
comprehended; if to have made the standards of 
his church more valuable to those who receive them, 
and more accessible to those who are ignorant con­
cerning them, and to have furnished their history 
and commentary, without the tediousness of the 
one or the dulnesa of the other; if to have embod­
ied in a few pages, and sometimes lines, the spirit 
ofthe works of Hooker. Barrow, Comber, Bingham 
and Palmer; if to have mingled without confusion, 
antiquarian lore and modern observation, theoreti­
cal discussion and practical directions, historical 
research and apologetic arguments; if these entitle 
an author to praise, then it is richly deserved at our 
hands by Mr. Staunton. Let the reader buy the 
book for himself and another for his neighbor, and 
after reading and consultation, give a different ver­
dict if he can.”—.Veto York Review.
We know not what practised noticer of new 
books, mode to order the above laudatory para­
graph, bnt surely, he must have indited it eapite 
obstipo. We do not mean to say that the work of 
Mr. Staunton is not a very well written book. It 
is in our view an exceedingly well written and 
valuable work, and reflects great credit upon the 
ability and research of the author. It is, howev­
er, so defective and errroneous as an authority, up­
on certain points which involve Christian doctrine 
as well as usage, that we should be sorry to see 
it adopted and confided in, according to the un­
measured language which we have quoted above. 
A second edition has already been issued at New 
York, “enlarged and improved by the author,’’ 
and we are not without the hope that the improve­
ments may be in the very articles which so much 
needed improvement. We forbear taking special 
exceptions till we shall have a copy of the new 
edition sent us. In the mean time, we take great 
pleasure in doing the fullest justice to the general 
ability of the work, and commending it,—that is 
if as we hope, the second edition is without the 
blemishes and defects we have in mind,—to the at­
tention of our readers. The work may be found 
at Mr. Whiting’s, Columbus, and we believe at 
most of the principal booksellers of the West.
Tub Jumi.ke of tiie Constitution.—A discourse 
delivered at the request ofthe New York His­
torical Society, in the City of New York, on 
Tuesday the 30th of April, 1839, being the fifti­
eth Anniversary of the Inauguration of George 
Washington as President ofthe United States, 
Thursday, the 30th of April, 1789. By John 
Quincy Adams. New York: Samuel Colman. 
1839. 8vo. pp. 120.
This is a noble production of one of the first 
scholars and Statesmen of our time. The ‘old 
man eloquent’ who penned it, and pronounced it 
on the aeon -centurial anniversary of Washington’s
inauguration, has given to the archives of the New 
York Historical Society a document which will be 
referred to as authentic and authorative history, 
when the crude historical coinpends of these eur 
times shall have been forgotten. We speak in 
truth and soberness. The outline of our Colonial- 
confederate, and Constitutional, history, is embodied 
in these 120 pages, with a fidelity and statesman­
like sagacity and power, which we have no where 
else seen. We recommend it most earnestly to 
the scholar who would study aright the organic 
principles of our government—and make himself 
master of the history of opinion and principles, du­
ring a period fruitful in the.production of great 
minds and heroic achievement;—we commend it to 
the patient and reverential study of the political 
sciolist,—and to the quiet Christian citizen, who, in 
order to discharge with fidelity the duties of citi­
zenship, should understand the genius and spirit of 
the government under which he lives—and be :n 
some sort familiar with its history and get his ex­
position of its principles and constitutional powers 
from a source entitled to his respect and confi­
dence.
For our copy of this Historical Discourse we 
are indebted to the obliging attentions of a friend. 
We believe, however, Mr. Whiting has a few co­
pies of it.
Original Matter.—We stated in our last 
number, that it is our design to occupy more space 
with fresh original communications. These will 
usually hereafter be assigned to the first and se­
cond pages, under the leading head of Original 
Matter, and leaded to drstrnguish it further from 
I selected matter. We hope to be able during the 
! present year to devote a more considerable portion 
of time and attention to the Editorial department, 
and with the valuable cooperation which has been 
obligingly pledged in sustaining the head of Orig- 
nal Matter, we hope to enrich our colums with 
many articles of permanent value. The present 
form ofthe paper being less ephemeral and more 
likely to be preserved, we hope may offer an ad­
ditional inducement to our correspondents, to of­
fer us the aid of their pens.
*,* Does it occur to our subscribers who are 
allowing the period fixed by the published terms 
of the Observer and Journal, to pass without mak­
ing their payment in advance for the lOtli vol. 
that almost all the expenses of the publication, as 
for paper, printing &c. require money in hand? 
We respectfully request of all, both near and re­
mote, to make payment for the present volume in 
advance.
Our delinquent subscribers we beg to refer to 
the last three numbers—only repeating our most 
earnest request that they will consider that a debt 
for a Religious paper is not only a debt of honor 
and equity, but of sacred religious obligation.
No Eastern Mails have been received since the 
publication of our last number. Snow is said to 
have fallen to the depth of 6 or 8 feet upon the 
mountains.
In the absence of fresh intelligeuce our secular 
column is omitted the present week.
Questions on the First Lesson.—Our rea­
ders will have observed in our last number, and in 
our paper of to-day, the commencement of a series 
of Bible Questions. These are designed chiefly for 
the use of Bible Classes, and for the aid of parents 
in the Biblical instruction of their families.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Clerical Changes.—The Rev. N. T. Brent, 
who has been for some time officiating in St. Paul's 
Church, Philadelphia, has been called to an Epis­
copal Parish recently organized in Charlestown, 
Mass. His connexion with St. Paul’s Church 
ceased on the 29lh ult. with a view to an immedi­
ate entrance on the duties of his new charge.
The Rev. William G. Heyer, late a Presbyter 
under the jurisdiction of the Missionary Bishop for 
Missouri, kc. having laid before the Bishop of 
New York a letter of dismission from the said 
Missionary Bishop, and been there received, has 
changed accordingly his canonical residence.
The Rev. William Walton, Deacon, having re­
moved into the di< cese of New York with a letter 
of dismission from that of Western New York, 
and been there received, has changed accordingly 
his canonical residence.
The Rev. Louis Jansen has been received into 
the diocese of New York, upon letters of dismis­
sion from Bishop Griswold.
Confirmations.—Bishop Meade, of Virginia, 
has recently visited Buchanan, Fincastle, and the 
brick church in Botetourt; preaching and confirm­
ing. While in Fincastle he consecrated a new 
and neat brick church. In Bedford he preached at 
four places rdpently occupied by the Rev. Mr. 
Cobbs, holding a confirmation in each place. On 
Saturday and Sunday, the last of November and 
first of December, he officiated in Lynchburg, 
where the Rev. Mr. Atkinson now ministers. On 
Sunday eighteen persons were confirmed and the 
Lord’s Supper administered.
The Lord Bishop of Toronto has done more for 
the cause of education in UpperCanada than any 
other individual. In this assertion we are very 
sure, says the Church, we shall be sustained by 
the honest and impartial verdict of the country..
CATECHETICAL,
QUESTIONS FOR THE FIRST LESSON OF THE 
MORNING SERVICE.
. THE SECOND SUNDAY AFTER CHRISTMAS.
1. What is this Sunday called?
2. Where do you find the Psolni6 for this day?
3. Where is the First Lesson for Morning Service?
The Prophet predicts the success of Cyrus, and the
vain attempt of the nations to impede his progress, 1—7. 
He encourages the seed of Abraham not to fear, 8—16. 
as God would deliver them, and furnish every thing ne­
cessary for their safety and comfort in their passage 
home through the desert, 17—20. lie celebrates the 
prescience of God, 21—29, who alone could declare the 
time, the place, the parentage, and the name of Cyrus 
their deliverer; said in v. 2, to come from the east, 
because his father was a Persian; and, v. 25, to come 
from the north, because bis mother was a Mede. Through 
the whole chapter the Prophet looks to Christ.
4. What does the Prophet predict, v. 1—7.
5. In v. I, does Jehovah call upon the idolatrous Gen­
tiles to strengthen themselves and prepare for contro­
versy?
6. Who is intended, v. 2, by the righteous man, and 
why so called? Isa. xiv. 1, 13.
7. Did Cyrus understand that God intended by him 
to effect the return of his people? Ezra i. 1—3.
8. What are the Medes called who served under Cyrus? 
And why are they so called? Isa. xlii. 3,17.
9. Why is Cyrus compared to a ravenous bird from 
the east? Isa. xlvi. 11.
10. Why is Cyrus said to come from the east? v. 2.
11. Why is he said to come from the north? v. 25.
12. How long before the event was tue prediction now 
given.
13. What is meant by the mountains and hills? v. 15.
14. What is intended by the promises, v. 17—20?
15. Is the challenge in v. 1, renewed in v. 21?
16. What are idols and idolaters called upon lo do, 
which at the same time they cannot do? v. 22, 23, 26.
17. What are the former things? Are they things 
past, or those future things which are nearest at hand?
18. Does v. 28 intimate that the cause of idolatry is 
utterly indefensible?
N. B. Many suppose that Abraham is intended, v. 2, 
by the righteous man from the east; and that his ruling 
over kings, &c., refers to his conquest over the confeder­
ated kings, Gen. xiv.; and to the conquest of his poster­
ity over the devoted and idolatrous Canaanites, &c.— 
Questions therefore, ifdeamed proper, may be proposed 
in reference to this interpretation.
so
MISCELLANEOUS.
SONG OF THE HUSSITES.
BY TBX UOX. AMD BIV- BAPTIST W. WOIt, «. A.
Ht is dead! but his •pirit l»ve« on,
In the quenchless devotion we feel:
And think not, ye despots, we'll turu at your frown.
Or quail at your fagot and steel.
Ye thought to extinguish his name,
When ye doomed him to death and despair,
When ye laughed as he writh’d in the conquering flame,
And ye drown'd with your curses his prayer.
But he's gone, as a glorious conquerer home,
And his name shall ba hallow’d through ages to come-
Ohl shame on you, worst of your racel
Though you glitter in purple and gold;
Though you hide, by a smiling and sanctified face,
The hearts that are wicked and cold.
Though you serve at the altar of God—
Though loudly your thunders are hurl’d,
And long in your pride have ye scornfully trod
On the neck of a prostrated world,—
Yet millions are learning their rights to discuss,
And heroes shall rise from the ashes of Huss.
How pale and how feeble he lay
In thy desolate vaults, Goltleben!
Shut out from the heart-cheering light ofthe day;
And driven from the converse of men.
In darkness, in hunger, and pain,
Which the haughtiest spint can break,
He was linked to the wall by the riveted chain,
And he looked for the torturing stake;
Yet he soared like an eagle away from his care,
And triumph'd where others would sink in despair.
Who arc these in their splendor and state
Have come to the gloomy abode,
With accents of honey, and feelings of hate,
They would tempt him away from hi* God.
As soon might yon glorious sun
At their word from his circuit be driven;
For his conscience approv'd the career he had run,— '
His heart was already in heaven.
And Dr Chi.um and Dr Dun a supported hm faith.
And hade him he constant in trial aud death.
The Saviour stood by him in pain*
Nor left him in sorrow forlorn;
And mitred blasphemers and monarchs in vain
Heaped on him their hatred and scorn.
He was meek as the innocent child,
He was firm as the storm-stricken rock,
And so liumidy he prayed, and so gently he smiled,
And so sweet were the words that he spoke,
Thut the murderous keepers who guarded their prey, 
Could weep for the man they were marshali’d to slay.
How the murderous hierarchs swann'd!
Their hatred how fierce and how keen I 
For their ill-gotten honors and empire alarmed.
Should the Gospel be known among men;
Then the prelate ofG’ncsse would rehearso
Their devotions, to sanctify crime;
There Lodi was uttering his impotent curse,
And they chanted the holiest hymn,
And they loaded the saint with derision and shame. 
When bound to the stake and consumed in the flame.
He is gone to the land of the blessed,
But the men who enkindled his pile—
Those priestly usurpers by monarchs caressed—
If they turn not from malice and guile,
They shall have men’s perpetual hate,
God will turn a deaf ear to their prayer;
False friends of the church, proud foes ofthe state,
They shall die in blaspheming despair.
And the curses they breathe round his funeral pyre 
Shall return on their hearts like a torrent of fire!
We have steel in our hearts and our hands,_ •
We are thousands that fear not to die,—
We will faithfully keep to his latest commands.
And will follow his path to the sky!
Let them hnnt us like hares on the heath—
Let them fasten our limbs to the stake—
GAMBIER OBSERVER AND
Our Saviour for us did endure to the death,
And we can endure for bis sake.
Let them do what they will to our children and us, I
They shall know that we dare to be martyrs with IIcss!
♦The followers of Iluss maintained the right of defensive war for 1 
religion. It it not meant to defend that doctrine here.
THE TELESCOPE.
BY THOMAS DICK, L L , D.
We might be apt to think, on a slight view 
of the matter, that there can be no imme­
diate relation between the grinding and pol­
ishing of an optic glass, and fitting two or 
more of them in a tube, and—the enlarge­
ment of our views of the operation of the 
Eternal Mind. Yet the connection between 
these two objects, and the dependence ot the 
latter upon the former, can be fairly demon­
strated.—The son of a spectacle-maker of 
Middleburg in Holland, happening to amuse 
himself in his father’s shop, by holding two 
glasses between his finger and his thumb, and 
varying their distance, perceived the weather­
cock of the church spire opposite to him, 
much larger than ordinary, and apparently 
much nearerand turned upside down. 1 his | 
new wonder exercised the amazement of the 
father; he adjusted two glasses on a board 
rendering them moveable at pleasure; and 
thus formed the first rude imitation of a per­
spective glass, by which distant objects are 
brought near to view. Galileo, a philoso­
pher of Tuscany, hearing of the invention, 
set his mind to work, in order to bring it to 
perfection. He fixed his glasses at the end 
of long organ pipes, and constructed a teles­
cope, which he soon directed to different parts 
of the surrounding heavens. He discovered 
four moons revolving around the planet Jup­
iter—spots on the surface of the Sun, and 
the rotation of that globe around its axis— 
mountains and valleys in the moon—and 
numbers of fixed stars where scarcely one 
was visible to the naked eye. These discov­
eries were made about the year 1610, a short 
time after the first invention of the telescope. 
Since that period this instrument has passed 
through various degrees of improvement, and 
by means of it, celestial wonders have been 
explored in the distant spaces of the universe, 
which, in former times, were altogether con­
cealed from mortal view. By the help of 
telescopes, combined with the art of mea­
suring the distances and magnitudes of the 
heavenly bodies, our views of the Grandeur 
of the Almighty, of the plenitude of his 
Power, and of the extent of his universal 
Empire, are extended far beyond what could 
have been conceived in former ages. Our 
prospects of the range of the Divine opera­
tions are no longer confined within the lim­
its of the world we inhabit;—we can now 
plainly perceive, that the kingdom of God 
is not only “an everlasting dominion,” hut 
that it extends through the unlimited regions 
of space, comprehending within its vast cir­
cumference thousands of suns, and ten thou­
sands of worlds; nil ranged in majestic order, 
at immense distances from one another, and 
all supported and governed “by Him who 
rides on the Heaven of Heavens,” whose 
greatness is unsearchable, and whose under­
standing is infinite.
'flic telescope has also demonstrated to us 
the literal truth of those scriptural declara­
tions which asserts that the stars are “innu­
merable.” Before the invention of this in­
strument, not more than about a thousand 
stars could be perceived by the unassisted 
eye in the clearest night. But this invention 
has unfolded to view not only thousands, 
hut hundreds of thousands, au'd millions of
those bright luminaries, which lie dispersed 
in every direction throughout the boundless 
dimensions ot space. And, the higher the 
magnifying powers of the telescope are, the 
more numerous those celestial orbs appear; 
leaving us no room to doubt, that countless 
myriads more lie hid in the distant regions of 
creation, far beyond the reach of the finest 
glasses that can be constructed by human 
skill, and which are known only to Him 
“who counts the number of the stars, and calls 
them by their names.”
In short, the telescope may be considered 
as serving the purpose ot a vehicle for convey­
ing us to the distant regions of space. We 
would consider it as a wonderful achievment, 
could we transport ourselves two hundred 
thousand miles fronr the earth, in the direction 
of the Moon, in order to take a nearer view 
of that celestial orb. But this instrument en­
ables us to take a much nearer inspection of 
that planet, than if we had actually surmount­
ed the force of gravitation, traversed the voids 
of space, and left the earth 230,000 miles be­
hind us. For, supposeing such a journey to 
be accomplished, we should still he ten thou­
sand miles distant from the orb. But a tel­
escope which magnifies objects 240 times, 
can carry our views within one thousand 
miles of the moon; and a telescope, such as 
Dr.Herschel’s 40 feet reflector, which magni­
fies G000 times, would enable us to view the 
mountains and vales of the moon, ns if we 
were transported to a point about 40 miles 
from her surface. We can view the magnifi­
cent system of the planet Saturn, by means 
of this instrument as distinclv as if we had 
performed a journey eight hundred millions of 
miles in the direction of that globe which, at 
the rate of 50 miles an hoifr would require a 
period of more than eighteen hundred years 
to accomplish. By the telescope, we can 
contemplate the region of the fixed stars, 
their arrangements into systems, and their im­
mense numbers, with the same distinctness 
and amplitude of view, as if we had actually 
taken a flight of ten hundred thousand mil­
lions of miles into those unexplored and un- 
explorable regions, which could not be ac­
complished in several millions of years, though 
our motion were as rapid as a ball projected 
from a loaded cannon. We would justly 
consider it as a noble endowment for enabling 
us to take an extensive survey of the works 
of God, if we had the faculty of transport­
ing ourselves to such immense distance from 
the sphere we now occupy; hut. by means of 
the telescopic tube, we may take nearly the 
same ample views, of the dominions of the 
Creator, without stirring a foot front the lim­
its of our terrestrial abode. This instrument 
inny, therefore, be considered as a providen­
tial gift, bestowed upon mankind, to serve, 
in the mean time, as a temporary substitute 
for those powers of rapid flight with which 
the seraphim are endowed, and for those su­
perior faculties of motion with which man 
himself may he invested, when he arrives at 
tlie summit of moral perfection.
A GREAT MAN.
The following account of the late venerable 
prince, the Landgrave of Hesse, President of 
the Sleswick-Holstein Bible Society, is copied 
from the last report of the parent institution.
I he usual intimation of his majesty’s gra­
cious acceptance of the Slcswick-IIolstein°Bi- 
ble Society’s Report, (being the twentieth,) 
was communicated by our illustrious presi­
dent, the Landgrave of Hesse, to the Com­
mittee, in a letter given at the royal residence 
in Copenhagen, and signed by the king him­
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self, under date of April 30, 1836. It was the j 
last time his Serene Highness enjoyed this 
pleasure, for on the 17th of August, the ven­
erable Prince was called away from his earthly 
labors, and on the 30th of the same month, 
his remains were deposited in the family 
vault in the cathedral of Sleswick, on the 
day of his marriage with his august consort 
exactly seventy years before.
The age of the late venerable Prince had 
exceded the general period allotted to man, 
und his end was peaceful and free from pain. 
His whole life was marked by the most inde­
fatigable exertion for the benefit of mankind 
and of science; but the favorite object of his 
labors was to promote the extension of the 
kingdom of God on earth. He confessed the 
name of Jesus both privately and publicly, 
und never was he ashamed to own Him as his 
Redeemer and Saviour; neither did he flinch * 
from his testimony in behalf of the Gospel, 
even though he was attacked, and frequently 
misrepresented by his infidel contemporaries. 
Thus he considered it as one of the happiest 
moments of his life when in early youth he 
had an oportunity at the court of Frederick 
the Great, to declare before a brilliant assem­
bly, that he knew no higher happiness on 
earth, than to be an humble believer on the 
Lord Jesus Christ. The King of Prussia 
was silenced by the animated testimony of 
the young Prince, then attached to his service; 
and it is remarkable that, after a life devoted 
to the Gospel, he was called away to see Him 
face to face, on whom his soul believed, on 
the very day on which that monarch preceded 
him in death fifty years before. To the la­
test period of his existence, he considered it 
the highest privilege to labor for the glory 
of the Redeemer, and whenever opportunities 
occurred he was not remiss in seeking to en­
gage the co-operation of his high and influ-I 
ential friends. He was found in his last mo­
ments seated at his writing table, with his 
eyes half closed, and broken in death, appar­
ently gazing on a painting of the Saviour, 
which adorned his study.
What he did and what he projected for 
the benefit of his country, is matter of record 
for history; the remembrance of his zeal in 
promoting the dissemination of the word of 
God, and the interests of the Sleswick-Hols- 
tein Bible Society, will ever be affectionately 
cherished in the hearts of all who had the 
privilege of being united with him in the 
same holy work.
RUINS.
The ruins of Rome ! The overthrow or de­
cay of mighty human power, is of all thoughts 
that can enter the mind, the most affecting.— 
The whole imagination is at once stirred bv 
the prostration of that, round which so many 
big associations have been collecting for so 
many ages. Beauty seems born but to per­
ish, and fragility is seen and felt to be inherent 
in it by a law of its being. But power gives 
stability as it were to human thought, and we 
forget our own perishable nature in the spec­
tacle of some abiding and enduring greatness. 
Our own little span of years—our own con­
fined region of space, are lost in the en­
durance and far-spread dominion of some 
mighty state—and we feel as if we partook of 
its deep-set and most triumphant strength. 
When, therefore, a great and ancient empire 
falls into pieces or when fragments of its pow­
er are heard, in the sad conviction of our 
souls rent asunder like column after column 
disparting from some noble edifice, we feel as 
if all the cities of men were built on founda­
tions beneath which the earthquake slept.'
The same doom seems to be imminent over 
all the other kingdoms that still stand; and 
in the midst of such changes, and decays, 
and overthrows—or as we read of them of old 
—we look, under such emotions, on all pow­
er as foundationless, and in our wide imagin­
ation embrace empires covered only with the 
ruins of their desolation. Yet such is the 
pride of the human spirit that it often uncon- 
ciously’, under the influence of such imagina­
tion, strives to hide from itself the utter noth­
ingness of its mighty works. And when all 
its glories are visibly crumbling into dust, it 
creates some imaginary power to overthrow 
the fabrics of human greatness—and thus at­
tempts to derive a kind of mournful triumph 
even in its very fall. Thus, when nations 
have faded away in their sins and vices, rot­
ten at the heart and palsied in all their limbs, 
we strive not to think of that sail eternal de­
cay, but imagine some mighty power smiting 
empires and cutting short the records of mag­
nificence. Thus, fate and destiny are said 
in imagination to lay our glories low. Thus, 
even the calm and silent air of oblivion, has 
been thought of as an unsparing power.— 
l ime, too, though in moral sadness wisely 
called a shadow, has been clothed with terrific 
attributes, and the sweep of his scythe has, in i 
imagination shorn the towerv diadem of cit­
ies. Thus the mere sigh in which we expire, 
has been changed into active power— and 
all nations with one voice called out ‘Death!’ 
—And while mankind have sunk, and fallen, 
and disappeared in the helplessness of their 
own mortal being, we still speak of powers 
arrayed against them—powers that are in 
good truth only another name for their own 
weakness. Thus imagination is forever fight- 
ing against truth—and even when humbled, 
her visions are sublime—conscious even 
among the saddest ruins, of her own immor­
tality.—Blackwood?s Magazine.
FULFILMENT OF PROPHECY.
The following remarkable reference to the 
present state of the Ottoman empire, as a sig­
nal fulfilment of prophecy, is extracted from 
a letter of a correspondent to the Standard:— 
“It is the opinion of the vast majority of com­
mentators on prophecy that we are now living 
under the Sixth Vial.—The Sixth Angel 
is now pouring out his vial upon the great 
river Euphrates; by which the Ottoman em­
pire is symbolised, ‘and the water thereof is 
drying up,that the way of the kings of the east 
may be prepared,’ (Rev. xvi. 12.) The drying 
up of a mighty river exactly describes the 
wasting away of the Turkish empire in the 
present day. I believe that the Ottoman em­
pire will be annihilated in 1872, which is ‘a 
time, times, and a half (Dan. xii. 7,) or 1260 
years from 612, when the Mahommedan 
abomination of desolation was publicly set up 
—The second or Turkish ‘woe’ will be a 
fatal year to Turkey.—It is the 1260th year 
from the Hegira, according to the Mahom­
medan calculation.—It is remarkable that the 
13th of June, 1844, is ‘an hour, a day, a 
month, and a year” (Rev. ix. 16.) or 301 years 
and 15 days from the 29th May 1453, when 
the Turks took Constantinople. This ren­
ders it probable that the 13th June, 1844, 
will be a fatal day for Turkey.—It appears 
that the downfall of the Ottoman empire will 
l)e the signal for universal war, and will pre­
pare the way for the return of the Jews to 
their own land.”—United Service Gazette.
Half the pleasure of solitude arises from 
our having a friend at hand, to whom we 
can say, How delightful this retirement is!
THE YOUNG LADY'S COMPANION: 
r jTHIlS day published by Isaac N. Whiting. Tha 
a. Young I-adifs Companion: In a Series of Letters. 
By Margaret Coxs, author of “Botany of the Scrip­
tures,’’ “ Wonders of the Deep,” <3fcc. &c. 1 vol. roy.
I2mo, pp. 350. Printed on a superior quality of eastern 
paper, and put up in a handsome style of muslin binding.
From the following tible ofcontents, a pretty correct 
idea of the plan of the work may be formed:
Letter I. Importance of forming just views of life. 
Letter II. Female Influence. loiter III. Female In­
fluence, continued. Letter IV. Means for the exercise 
of Influence. Letter V. Conversation. Letter VI. 
Conversation, continued. Letter VII. Intellectual and 
Moral Discipline. Letter VIII. Government of the 
Thoughts. Letter IX. Formation of Habits. Letter 
X. Acquisition of Knowledge. Letter XI. Study of 
the Bible. Letter XII. Elementary Branches of Edu­
cation. Letter XIII. Geography. Letter XIV. His­
tory. Letter XV. The Languages. Letter XVI. Poe­
try. Letter XVII. Natural Science.—Astronomy, Chem­
istry. Letter XVIII. Natural History.—Zoology, Con- 
chology. Letter XIX. Natural History.—Botany, Min­
eralogy, Geology. Letter XX. Genera! Reading. Let­
ter XXI. Accomplishments.—Music, Drawing and Paint­
ing. Letter XXII. Government of the Affections. 
Letter XXIII. Government of the Temper. Letter 
XXIV. Government of the Passions and Appetites. 
Letter XXV. Filial Buties, and Behaviour to Elderly 
People. Letter XXVI. Sisterly Duties and Privileges. 
Letter XXVII. Single Life. Letter XXVIII. Domes­
tic Economy*. Letter XXIX. Behaviour to Domestics, 
Work-people, and Trader-people. Letter XXX. The 
Law of Consideration. Letter XXXI. Attendance upon 
the Sick. Letter XXXII. Deportment of the Sick. 
Letter XXXHI. Health, and attention requisite for its 
preservation. Letter XXXIV. Dress. Letter XXXV. 
Improvement of Time.
The Publisher of Hie Y’ousu Lady’s Cojipakiok has 
great pleasure in presenting the following recommenda­
tion of the work:
‘•To Mr. Isaac N. Wiiitixg:
“Dear Sir—Incompliance with your request, I have 
examined the work you have just published, the ‘Young 
Lady's Companion,’ by Miss Margaret Coxe; and I 
have no hesitation in expressing a very favorable opinion 
of its merits and adaptation for extensive usefulness, 
The subjects are judiciously selected; the sentiments and 
advice are sound, practical and very appropriate: a wise 
moderation pervades the work; the aim is always at the 
promotion of the very best features of female and Chris­
tian character; the marks of a well-read, well-thinking, 
discreet, delicate, and refined mind are apparent in all 
the book; nothing is strained, the manners and charac­
ter inculcated arc such as constitute true ladyship, as 
distinct from that which resides merely or. the surface 
and lakes little heed to the affections and principles.— 
But the chief excellence of the book is that it is begun, 
continued and ended with distinct and sound reference 
to Christian principles, as being at the basis of all right 
education, and as the forming and governing ingredient 
of female as well as of all other characters. Books for 
the training of the youthful mind are radically defective, 
unless they be thus distinguished. I cannot hut antici­
pate the happiest results from an extensive circulation 
of the work.
Yours, &c.” CHAS. P. McILVAINE. D. D.
Bishop of the Prot. Epis. Church in the State of Ohio.
Gambier, August 2, 1639.
rpHE CHRISTIAN HEARER, By Edward Bick- 
JL ersteth, Rector of Watton, Herts. With an In­
troduction by Chauncey Colton, D. D. Isaac N. II bi­
ting, Columbus, pp. 134.
Mr. Bickersteth is so well and so extensively known 
by his excellent treatises on Prayer and the Lord’s Sup­
per, that his name alone will be a sufficient recommenda­
tion to any work of practical Divinity. He carries with 
him into the discussion of every subject, the ornament 
of a rneek and quiet spirit, and no one can rise from 
the perusal of his writings without being improved by 
the time thus spent in communion with such a mind.— 
He was induced to undertake the work before us, of 
which the present is an abridged edition, from observing 
how many neglect the preaching of the Gospel, and how 
few even of hearers, fully improve what they hear to 
their spiritual edification. Of its necessity there can 1ms 
no doubt, and as little of the fidelity with which the au­
thor has discharged the task imposed. An excellent in­
troduction by Dr. Colton, enhances the value of the 
volume.”—Banner of the Cross.
H ENGSTENBERG’S’CH RJSTOLOGY?
C't II HISTOLOGY ol the Old Testament, and a Com-> mentanf on the Predictions of the Messiah by the Prophets. By G. W. Hkkgstknbkrg. Translated frdin 
the German, by Reuel Keith, D. D., Professor in the 
Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary of Virginia, 
This valuable work has just been completed in 3 vols. 
6vo. and may be had in complete sets at the publisher’s 




A DICTIONARY of Lsitin Synonymes for the use of Schools and Private Students, with a Complete Index. By Lewis Ramshorn. From the GermaD, By 
Francis Sieber. I vol. Price 1 50.





OF THETKNTH VOLUME OF THE
GAMBIER OBSERVER
AND WESTERN CHURCH JOURNAL., 
fssssnf sorry Xorirrday, "t (Ar ll'rsfrra CAurrA Press, 
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EDITED BY BEV. CHAUNCEY COLTON, D. D.,
Professor at PMSoal Divinity and barred Rhetoric in the Theological 
Seminar) of the Diocese ot Ohio.
“cuatsr can the muaia—tbitu arm unt."
fllllK Oarobier Observer and Wester* Church Journal is designedI to be an edifying and useful Family Paper, and a aeokius auxil­
iary to Epi arouse y, anJ to the parochial Ministry, in all it* various 
labor* of usefulness.
The preaching of the glorious Ouspel of the Son of God unto all 
people by a duly constituted and accredited ministry, and the admin.
Mtratmii of the sacraments according to Christ's ordinances in all 
those thing* that of necessity are requisite to the same, will continue 
to he maintained with moderation and Christian candor. The propa­
gation of the gospel under all the variety of means employed for 
(reaching the truth to every creature, and diffusing everv uhrre the
rrllE T<™ °f
Narratives, illustrative ofChri»tian virtue ami truth,—Essays in the > on the First Monday in September. Ihe Principal
LIST OF LETTERS i BLOOMFIELD'S GREEK TESTAMENTS.
REMAINING in the Port Office nt Gambier from Greek Testament, wM English Notts, Critical,
.............- L J PhdologwaL, and Exegetical, partly selected and ar-
«n/llA September 30, to December 31, 1839. 
Phillip Brown James D Porter
A B Buttles 
Joel Bartlett 
Solomon Benedict 2 
George Crouse 
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M. T. C. WING, P- M.
YOUNG LADIES’ INSTITUTE. 
Jambs McElroy, A. M., Principal. 
Delaware, Ohio.
?r„Ch2«‘“ l-itcrature,—Literary Notice, and |,as fltled up a new anj ’^niodious house to receive a 
extend. .1 Knit-ws, and Dissertations <>n the con.tttiitusi .mil ministry l__ r xr_ _ r _.i;„..mnijni nole s, o uo ruu iu on inc uuusim i, mi i , , _e V-,.-- Isdieu into Ilis family,of the (hurrh-Dnginal.Snnoiw-cmKlenwd account, of such impor- "dect number of V oung Ladies into ms iamnj. 
tant events of a religious and secular nature, domestic and foreign, as
may lie likely to iutrrest the intelligent Christian reader—will contin­
ue to occupy the attention of Ihe Editor and his correspondents and 
tind place in the columns of this paper
At the commencement of another volume, with very moderate ex­
pectation of any other reward than the usefulness of hu labor*—the 
Editor earnestly and afteetiunatcly invites the ro-operation of his 
brethren throughout the Church in uutainmg ant enriching Ihe co.
Itonm qf Ihe paper, aaJ is increasing Hi etreulalinn. To his western 
brethren of the clergy especially, lie pledges his sealous eu.leavors to 
make the paper a faithful auxiliary to their labors. The Episcopal 
Laity of the West and of the whole Church, he trusts will also tind 
the columns of the Observer and Journal mint studious of their edi­
fication—thc building up of tlieir faith in the order and spirituality 
of the GuafieL
The Editor will en.learor each week to remember that the Religious 
, in the hands of tin- Ministry, Is a consecrated talent for which
ranged from the best Commentators, ancient and mod­
ern, but chiefly original. The whole being especially 
adapted to the use of Academical Students, Candidates 
for the sacred office, and ministers, though also intended 
as a manual edition for the use of theological readors in 
general. By the Rev. S. T. Bloomfield, D. D. F. S. 
A.B 2 vols. evo.
Just received and for sale at the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING.
Columbus, December 7.
LIFE OF BISHOP WHITE.
MEMOIR of the Lift of the Kt. Rev. William Whitt, D. /)., Bishop of the ProL Epis. Church in the State of Pennsylvania. By Bird Wilson, D. D., Pro­
fessor in General Theological Seminary. 1 vol. Roy. 8vo. 
Price 2 50.
Just received and for sale at the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING.
Columbus, December 7.
THE EXCELLENCY THE OF LITURGY:
I^OUR Discourses preached before the University of Cambridge, in November, 1811; also a University TERMS. i Sermon, containing the Churchman's Confession, or an
Tuition.—English Course,* $5 per quarter of oleven ' APPr<d “> LitorpR By the Rev. Charles Simeon, 
u,iu M. A., bellow of Ring s College, Cambridge. Second
American edition. 1 vol. 18 mo. Price 25.
Published and for sale by
ISAAC N. WHITING.
weeks.
French, Latin, or Greek, $7 per quarter.
Music and Drawing, $2 extra.
Board, Lodging, fuel candlelight, $2 00 per week 
Tuition&c. payable in advance.
Deluwart, August 8th, 1839. GAMBIER OBSERVER
AND WESTERN CHURCH JOURNAL
ISSUED EVERY SATURDAY,
Trees, constituting the finest lot I ever saw. I will | At the Western Church Press, Gambier, Ohio.
20,000 MORUS MULTICAUL1S TREES.J OFFER for sale 20,000 Genuine Monts Multicmdis
•». wiil havTtZgive sell in lots to suit purchasers and on reasonable terms.
iw i,„ ^',n,c Prfejt,y-i?T,i5 ’ith.thefc’i,iiv»iion °f ih*» 7-
God. 7 • *»ra<x luable tree, I will cheerfully give to purchasers particular
'n.n mu , . . . u w a ---- directions for its preservation during the winter and for '
il thc TuiP Wp
wereubbginglr olll-r.xt to him, with a viewm.*rr extensively sad fhllv ‘Of ^lwff.V m October, Persons wishing to see them 
cttrStlari U,w™ wUh P»Kr, and toextend it. while growing will call on Oliver Lord, Martinsburg.
1 I laving changed my residence to this place, coiumunV
THOMAS It. RAYMOND, PRINTER
A ti E N T .S
[From the Rumor or Onus]
I value very liijlilv tlie imjarrtann* of Ihe Gambier Observer and 
Western Churrh Journal as a useful aiixiharv In all our eflbrta to pro. 
mote the Gospel and the institutions of the Church in the West. It
Is the only Kinsnpal periodical this side of the mountains It is re.----------------------------------------“
commended by the Rishogit of all the Western Dioceses, and eti- ASHLAND ACADEMY,
deiarrd to hundreds of Aunikctas their long tried weekly visiter and .... ,,, - ... . ... •„
their very useful instructor. Free from a c-jutrmersial spirit; mildly 'I ’Hr. Winter fertnof this Institution Will commence
but faithfully declaring the Gospel; showing forth the peculiar insti- R On hlondau, October 21sf, under the superintend-
tutions amt features ot our Church, as Imv imeth a paper which neves „e ts I 1* t.a II
hides the profession of Epi«ctg,aey while it tries always tobe ( hris. cnec ot **♦ Johnson, A. D. o „ iv w I
A competent Preceptress will be employed to take ofanTme,’’n«. k a. ‘ BronaenJ
cations will he addressed accor<^in^^£^yjg DYER. 
Fredericktown, Knox Co. Ohio, Sept. 7.
OHIO. I TENNESSEE.
Mount Vernon, Rev. W. F.) Columbia, Rev. F. G. Smith.
Halsey. i Franklin, Rev II. J. I.escock
Columbus, Rev. Wm. Preston.i La Grange, Rev. S. G. Litton. 
Cincinnati, Rev. B. P. Aydclott, Clarksville, Rev. A. A. Mullev, 
D. I). I). D.
Zanesville, Rev. Wm. A. Small-1 Williamsport, Rev. J. H. Nor
tian; the vehicle by which the news of the Church; the tidings of 
her missions; the exhurtalions of her pastors; the enactmeuts of her
i wood.
Piqua, Rev. Alvah Guion.
, Medina, Rev. Wm. Granville.
' Windsor, Rev. J. L. Bryan.
J Chillicothe, Rev. E. W. Peet. 
j Delaware, Rev. J. McElroy, 
j Worthington and Berkshire, 
Rev. A. Helfenstein, oen.
councils; the ronantatinns of the <J '-!wV“m'earri«i\n7o wi'minv"^™- charge of the Female Department
ilies, sratterod over all thc vast West, ami often where it i, the onlv --------------
preacher of the Goapcl the only reures ntative of the Church; I feel
earec.dngly desirous that It should be vigorously sustained.
The volume, recently cotninenci-d, exhibits increased attention to
whatever is calculated to make Ihe paper attractive and interesting.
An Improved quality oi'pajier, a tn ire convenient and agreeable form,
« larger prtqwrtion of original matter, conspire to increase ihe intcr- 
est and enlarge the number of subseriliera.
Tuition per quarter:
TERMS:
Elementary branches, $3 50
Higher branches, 5 00
Languages, 5 00
Tuition payable in advance. Application for admit­
tance may be made to Mr. Johnson, or Silas Robbins,
Ashland, Oct. 26, 1839.
merit.
Athens, Rev. E. Read.
Nashville, Rev. J. T. Wheat 
Memphis, Rev. Dr. Weller 
Bolivar, Rev. D. Stevens, D. D. 
Nashville University, Rev. Pro­
fessor Stevens
KENTUCKY. 
Ixiuisvilte, Rev. William Jackson 
Lexington, Rev. E. Winthrop 
Paris, Rev. Ames Cleaver 
Shelbyville, /lev. N. N. Cowgill 
Hopkinsville, Rev.U P. Giddingr 
Frankfort, Rev. W, M'Callen 
Danville, Rev. M. F. Maury 
MISSOURI.
St, Louis, Rev. P. R. Minard. 
and F.W Soi.thack,
Boonsrille and Fayette, Rev. F 
B. Peake.
Palmvraand Hannibal, Rev, « 
H. Hedges
WISCONSIN.
| Green Bay, Itev. D. E Browx
Duck Creek, Kcv. 8. Pavia 
Fort Crawford and Prairie du 
Chien, Rev. R. F. Cadle. 
ILLINOIS.
Mendon, Rev. J. Sellwood 
Quincy. Rev. J. Young 
Springfield, Rev. C Dresser 
Dixonville, Rev. J. De Pui 
Collinsville, Rev. J. L Darrow 
MISSIS1PPI.
Washington, Kcv. A. Steplume, 
PresJcftcrson College
Woodville, Rev. J. F. Fish 
Natchez, Rev. D. C. Page 
Vicksburg, Rev. C. R. Pinchlag 
Columbus, Rev. M L. Forbes 
1OW AY.
Fort Snelling, Rev. E. G. Geet
ALABAMA.
Montgomery, Rev. W. Johnson 
Mobile, Rev. S. S. Lewis 
Wetempka, Rev. R. G. Hays 
1 uscaloosa, Rev. N. P. Knapp
FLORIDA.
Quincy, Rev. Jehu Jones 
Pensacola, Rev. J. II Ssurufc* 
Key West, Rev. R. Dyce 
WESTERN VIRGINIA 
Wheeling, Rev. W. Armstrong
NEW YORK.
Buffalo, Walter Joy 
Rochester, JuJgeI.ee 
New York,Swords, Stanford A ('• 
Albany. Lesrts Joy
PENNSYLVANIA. 
Pittsburg, H.L. Bellman 
Philadelphia, llev. Wm. Sud
dards
Bucks County, Rev. <5. W. Rid> 
Icy
MARYLAND. 
Baltimore, Rev. T. H. Quinan 
DISTRICT OFCOLUM.
BIA.
Washington, 8. J. Todd 
Alexandria, Messrs. Ilell & Entw
stle.
and Lev A. Sandford 
Ashtabula Rev, John Hall. 
Strongsville, Liver|>o<>l andGraf-
ton Hcv.T.B.Fairchild. 
Marietta, D. H. Buel. 
Steubenville, Judge Dyke. 
Dayton, Dorsoti Ertwtr-L.
Tvoy, Dr. Asa Cibnun,
Huron, Tower Jackson.
Cuyahoga Falls, Roland Clap. 
Maumee, F. E. Kirtland. 
CAnlield, Joseph Bassett. 
Manslield, Benjamin Johns. 
Springfield Rev. H. Payne. 
Newark, Rev. W, H. Newman 
Massillon, Rev. J. Swan, and S.
S. Fuller.
Portmouth, llev. Erastus Burr 
Troy, Rev. N. Badger.
Columbia, Rev. T. Earrow. 
Hamilton, George Keek. 
Norwalk, Evan Boult.
Peninsula, H’ It. Bronson, P. M 
Ohio City, Judge Earlier.
Utica and Ilomcr, Rev. J. Bon. 
nar.
Boston, Rev. A. Bronson.
Radnor, Rev. A. Edwards.
Cross Creek, Rev. R. Gray. 
Wooster, J. W. Shuckers. 
Middleburv, John Hanford. 
Chardon, Zfev. J. T. Eaton.
[From Btaitor Khmekr ]
I shall Iw lia|>|>y to promote the circulation of the Observer and 
Journal wherever my influence extendi All the clergy, I Ivlieve, 
who aro associated with me in this inissinu, esteem it very highly, 
and have recommendril It to the attention and gustronagc of those to 
whom they enjoy the privilege of preaching the riches of redeeming 
love.
Confiding in your teal, talents and rhurrhmanshlp, I wi>h you God 
speed in vnur arduous undertaking, and trust your mild and excellent 
p«I<er will be widely circulated in my mission.
[From Ihe Btsttoe or TxxMkaartt]
With the general character and spirit of the Gambier Observer 
and Western < hurrh Journal, I have been much ph-asss). As a 
weekly |>aj>or for family reading, I esteem it highly valuable. As a 
western |>n;»'r and rep esenting the local interests of the ( hurch in 
the West, I shall he gratified to sec it widely circulated.
[F'rom the Bianuror Micmi.sx.]
I unite most cheerfullv with my brethren, in recommending to the „ Blx,ve title? Not placing toomuch’confideiice in ourftoemtM'Tt of the Church the Gtmhit'r Observer and Wettcm Church . _ . * « , • ___
Journal now under your cars’. It has always been one of the most own iibllltica, we have obtiiineu, aa contributors, gcnlle- ■ ( harrion, /fev. J. T. Eati
rscific papers am >ng the many now claiming thc patronage of the nten of superior talent and larger attainments. 1 his— i jeffl-rson, Almon Hawley.hurrh. I Cherish the hope that its past character will tie a guaran. ajdej to w|,at WP hope to accomplish in the ardor of a H gerstown Rev. Thomas West tec for its future course In addition to this, t havr entire confidence , . _■ ' Franklin Rev O. Miller
in your vtews, and I do therefore m<*tmartially add my testimony to youllll’.ll literary J’nlhuaiastn, With such selections as an Manhattan, F N?chola 
the character of jmur paper, and will, on ail suitable occasion*, pro- extensive field of foreign and domestic periodical Lilera- j Stow, Rolaiid Clapp.
Skied it maintain its character,) recommend it to the members of the turPj and valuable nnd well-filled libraries may afford—; ManMIeld, B. Johns, Faq.
t iunh u, on we presume to hope, will render the Collegian worthy MICHIGAN.
[From the Rev. A R. J'Mivsox, Diocesan (orrrsponilent for the Oh. e . - j i J r- r
server and Journal for Die I hoo»e of Indiana ] patronage and perusal. Dctrlot, t. C Trowbridge
I arn happy to loam that v«m have become the Editor the Oh. At a «i"’c when the arts and sciences are in,a state of X O’Brien
server and Journal It has been a religious newspaper very accepts, rapid improvement; when all classes of society are be- Siarshal'l, Rev S. Buel.
h.lr ,nnr'' ',f °”r *tal<' It* m»»letate and uncintniversial tone, colqjn,» interested in the diffusion of knowledge, aild the Ann Arbor, Jfe» F. H. Cuming, 
its nlifving eontmts, its general information, its soundness in the . ,, ” , j«i. • . < I - St Jiwenh Rev Marcus K Cus.
faith, have rnwie it worthy Of all prai-e. influence of genius and talent upon society at large is '
[From the Rev Mrssm BaMMs and Jonvs, Rectors of Christ's I greater than at any former period; it is believed that a Clinton, Rev. C. B Stout.
Cl ue i. and si. Faults (luirrh, Cincinnati.]; Literary Magsxine, combining variety and abundance , * r°y and-l’sutiac, Rev. A
We have groat pleasure in recommending the Gambler Observer with cheapness, will be acceptable, especially to those Hollisterand Western (.hurch Journal to the fav. rable consider?tioii of the „.i.„ <-1-.- ____a xt;—»----- i - ■ -•
members of our respective 
essential aid to the ( hutch____  .
ceaeof Ohio. Western intelligence, talents and pictv Will be tribu. their country,
^|,iea,|’2d’v^!.“S,k'"'‘l c,**mW to ,he gre<“ ** wWch thc |K,t The C4M.LMIAS will be edited by a Committee of the
[From the Rev B. F. Avmtwn, D. D., President of Woodward Philomatbeaiap Society. Each number will contain fifty 
(ntirgo, Cincinnati ] I pages of choice original and selected literary and ecien-
I cordially concur in the fonwoing recommendation of brethren »»«>c reading matter, printed on paper of superior quality,
Brooke and Johns, because I have nA doubt but that the Observer with beautiful type of the Small pica and brevier sizes.
XdTrutil Sd’pirty**p*>roptU,c*phCTV’,u,uin thc rauM! The annual, subscription is three dollars only; to be 




Conducted by the Ptiilomathcsian Society of Kenyon College.
IT is proposed by the Phii.omathfsiak Society of Keo- yon College, to publish a monthly periodical with
■o ircinnmrnauig tne t.ambler utwsTver with cheapness, will be acceptable, especially to those Adrian^ffev. D. J. Burger, 
mal to the favorable consideration of tlw W|1O ta^e „n jnjPresi |n Western Literature, and the pro- I Ypsilanti, Rev. Charles Rigliley.
^t1^i3,.\irf!X ’^a7arty to'the HL.' grew of young men training up for the future service of r^ar^"rf’^'„Silvcr- 
IteUigmice, tale ts and ietv will e trih . t ir tmtr . —*'
........ .. ....... .... «■’ oue on me oenvery or the first num.1 dered. All letters to be addressed to the “Editors of theOCT—Jett ,f paid within four weeks, wilt be received as in advance, i Col|eeian, Gambier, Ohio.’’
AnvssTiwtKKXT*, not inconsistent with the character and design, n— IW'ttl
of the Observer and Jorunal, will be inserted at moderate charges. I uambUT, Uecemocr,
Selkrig.
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